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The present work aims to differentiate the contributions of complete fusion (CF) and incomplete fusion (ICF) 
components by the measurement and analysis of the forward recoil range distribution of 20Ne projectile with 159Tb target 
nucleus. The recoil catcher technique has been employed for the identification of residues populated in the collision of 20Ne-
ion beam at projectile energy 8.2 MeV per nucleon. The result obtained from the study suggests that the complete fusion 
reaction occurs with complete momentum transfer, which leads to large recoil ranges of the reaction products. However, the 
presence of incomplete fusion, resulting from the break-up of 20Ne into 16O + 4He, 12C+ 8Be, and/or 8Be + 12C, involves 
partial momentum transfer, leading to small recoil ranges where one of the fragments undergoes fusion with the 159Tb target 
nucleus. Moreover, upon analyzing the data, the ICF fraction (FICF) has been estimated and compared with literature data as 
a function of various entrance channel parameters, namely Mass-asymmetry (µMA), Coulomb factor (ZPZT), Deformation 
parameter (2) and ZPZT2. The outcomes offer valuable insights into the entrance channel parameters that influence 
incomplete fusion dynamics. Additionally, a new entrance channel parameter called Zeta (ζ) was introduced to investigate 
the combined effect of µMA and ZPZT. 
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1 Introduction 
The phenomenon of incomplete fusion (ICF) holds 

paramount importance in the realm of fusion 
reactions. Given its substantial contribution to the 
total reaction cross-section, it serves as a valuable 
tool in comprehending the comprehensive reaction 
dynamics. Moreover, ICF is associated with the 
nascent phase of nuclear interaction, thus acting as a 
crucial intermediary in shedding light on the transition 
from the one-body mean-field behaviour at lower 
energies to the advent of two-body nucleon-nucleon 
interactions at higher energies. Fusion reactions based 
on complete fusion (CF) and/or ICF have applications 
spanning from super heavy elements (SHEs) synthesis 
to important radioisotope production1-3. ICF reaction 
plays a significant role where projectiles break up into 
fragments. The disintegration takes place at energy 

above the Coulomb barrier. Essentially, in CF, the 
projectile completely amalgamates into the target 
nucleus, where the entire linear momentum is 
transferred to the target nucleus. While in an ICF 
reaction, the projectile partially fuses with the target 
nucleus. As a result, partial momentum transfer takes 
place. In the early 1960s, Britt and Quinton4 were 
pioneers in the study of ICF reaction dynamics. By 
means of their experimental work, they successfully 
observed the rapid movement of α-particles in the 
reaction of 12C, 14N, and 16O projectiles with 209Bi and 
197Au targets. This ground-breaking research paved 
the way for further exploration into the intricacies of 
these reactions and their potential applications. 
Subsequently, Inamura et al.5, Glain et al.6, Parker 
et al.7 & Gomes et al.8 furthermore observed the 
ICF reaction in various heavy ion-induced reactions. 
The studies available in the literature9, 10 showed 
noticeable ICF contribution in α-emission products. 

—————— 
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Several models, like BUF model11, SUM-RULE 
model12 etc., have been proposed to understand the 
reaction dynamics of the break-up fusion process. 
These models could not explain the ICF data at 
energies near and slightly above the Coulomb barrier. 
Many important studies on ICF are available in the 
literature9, 10, but their dependence on various input 
parameters motivated the ICF study. Hinde et al.13 
suggested that the fusion suppression is almost 
proportional to the target charge ZT. However, Rafiei 
et al.14 observed the non-dependency of the ICF 
probability with the target charge (ZT). These studies 
suggest that more research is needed to establish a 
proper relationship between ICF and ZT. Morgenstern 
et al.15 correlated the CF probability with the 
projectile-target mass asymmetry. The ICF 
probability increases linearly with increasing the 
product of the projectile and target charges ZPZT

16. A 
recent report on studies based on FRRD proposes that 
fusion suppression occurs due to projectile break-up 
threshold energy17. It is thus evident how various 
entrance channel parameters influence ICF reaction. 
Our objective in this current study is to investigate the 
behaviour of the ICF process by analyzing various 
entrance channel parameters that include mass-
asymmetry (µMA), Coulomb factor (ZPZT), deformation 
parameter (2), zeta parameter () and ZPZT2. Our 
focus is on the FRRDs of evaporation residues 
that are produced in the 20Ne + 159Tb system at 8.2 
MeV per nucleon energy. The measured FRRDs are 
analyzed in the framework of understanding different 
degrees of LMT associated with CF and/or ICF 
reaction products. From the present FRRD data 
analysis, the relative contribution due to different 
fusion components has been separated out. To achieve 
this goal, a thorough analysis of the aforementioned 
parameters and their impact on the ICF process has 
been conducted. As per our knowledge, it is the first 
time that FRRDs of evaporation residues have been 
measured and reported for the 20Ne + 159Tb system. 
The methodology undertaken in the current 
investigation is based on rigorous experimentation 
and data analysis. Great care has been taken to ensure 
the accuracy and reliability of our results. The 
findings of this study will provide valuable insights 
into the behaviour of this process and its potential 
applications in various fields. This paper is structured 
into four sections. Section 2 delves into the 
experimental details, while Section 3 analyses the 
measured FRRD data using code SRIM and interprets 

the findings. The final section, Section 4, presents a 
summary and conclusions of the present work. 

2 Experimental Procedures 
The experiment was performed at the Variable 

Energy Cyclotron Centre (VECC), Kolkata, for 
FRRD measurement to disentangle different degrees 
of linear momentum transfer (LMT) using a 20Ne 
beam on a 159Tb target. The stack arrangement for 
FRRD measurements consists of a thin self-
supporting 159Tb target (abundance~100%) followed 
by a series of extremely thin (thickness ~ 71-
95µg/cm2) Al-catcher foils. The self-supporting 159Tb 
target of thickness ~0.73 mg/cm2 and thin Al-catcher 
foils of variable thicknesses lying between 71-
95µg/cm2 have been prepared by rolling machine and 
evaporation technique respectively at the target 
laboratory, VECC-Kolkata. The thickness of the 
target and each Al-catcher foil was determined by 
using the α-transmission method. The irradiation of the 

159Tb target, along with a stack of thin Al-catcher 
foils, have been performed using a 20Ne-ion beam at 
energy ~ 8.2 MeV per nucleon in a specially designed 
vacuum chamber at VECC, Kolkata. A typical target-
catcher foils arrangement used for the FRRD 
measurement is shown in Fig. 1. 

The 159Tb target faced the 20Ne-ion beam followed 
by Al catcher foils for the present measurement. The 
irradiation of the stack has been carried out for ~ 21 
hrs with beam current ~34nA. After the irradiation, 
the target-catcher assembly was removed from the 
scattering chamber, and activities induced in each 
irradiated Al catcher foil were individually recorded 
with the HPGe detector counting set-up. The reaction 
residues have been identified from their characteristic 
gammas in the spectrum. The evaporation residues 
populated via CF and/or ICF process are expected to 
be trapped at different catcher foil thicknesses, 
depending upon the degree of LMT associated with 

Fig. 1 — A typical stack foil arrangement consisting of a 159Tb 
target followed by a series of thin Al-catcher foils used for FRRD 
measurement. 
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the mode of formation. The radioactivity induced in 
each catcher foil was recorded using a pre-calibrated 
high-resolution HPGe detector coupled to a PC-based 
data acquisition system equipped with Software 
MAESTRO18 at VECC-Kolkata. The γ-ray spectrum 
of each foil has been recorded at increasing times and 
has been shown in Fig. 2. The decay curve analysis 
has been done to ensure the production of the 
identified residues. The standard 152Eu γ-ray source of 
known strength was used for the energy calibration 
and to determine the HPGe detector's efficiency.  

3 Analysis and interpretation of data 
The measurement of projected ranges of the 

residues in the stopping medium may give valuable 
information about LMT and hence the mechanism 
involved in the reaction. The degree of linear 
momentum associated with heavy recoiling residues 
formed as a result of CF and/or ICF processes has 

been described by using the classical approach. In the 
20Ne+159Tb system, 174W (p4n), 175Ta (), 173Ta (2n), 
172Ta (3n), 173Hf (pn), 164Yb (2p6n), 166Tm (3n), 
165Tm (32n) and 163Tm (34n) residues have 
populated. In order to obtain the LMT components 
involved in the reaction, the normalized yield of the 
evaporation residues in the catcher with their 
respective thickness has been measured at projectile 
energy ~ 8.2 MeV per nucleon. The FRRDs of 
evaporation residues174W (p4n), 175Ta (), 173Ta 
(2n), 172Ta (3n), 164Yb (2p6n) and 165Tm (32n) 
have been reported19. Following the observations, 
herein a cross-sectional data and other details of the 
residues173Hf (pan), 166Tm (3n), and 163Tm (34n) 
completes the analysis for FRRDs measurements 
for 20Ne+159Tb system. The FRRD of evaporation 
residue 173Hf is shown in Fig. 3 (a). It is evident from 
the figure the FRRD of residue 173Hf shows a single 

Fig. 2 — Typical γ-ray spectrum obtained for the 20Ne + 159Tb system at E ≈ 8.2 MeV/nucleon.

Fig. 3(a), (b), (c) — Figure shows FRRDs for the reaction products 173Hf, 166Tm and 163Tm produced in the collision of 20Ne on 159Tb 
target at energy ~ 8.2 MeV per nucleon respectively. 
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Gaussian peak at cumulative depth ~ 912µg/cm2 
which is due to ICF of projectile 20Ne (fusion of 
fragment 16O of the projectile 20Ne which breaks up 
into 16O and  particle) with 159Tb target. Notably, no 
peak appears at a cumulative depth corresponding 
to full momentum transfer (CF process). The 
experimentally observed mean recoil range of ~ 
912µg/cm2 deduced from FRRD agrees well with the 
theoretically calculated range of ~ 916µg/cm2 using 
code SRIM20. It indicates that reaction product 173Hf 
predominantly occurs through the ICF process.  

For 3α-emitting channels, the recoil range 
distribution of the evaporation residues 166Tm and 
163Tm shows more than two Gaussian peaks in Fig. 3 
(b & c). As can be observed from Fig. 3(b), the 
deduced recoil range distribution for the residue 166Tm 
may be convoluted into three Gaussian peaks at 
different cumulative depths ~ 905 µg/cm2, ~ 658 
µg/cm2 and ~ 432 µg/cm2, while in 163Tm as shown in 
Fig. 3 (c), three Gaussian peaks are observed at ~ 903, 
~ 656 and ~ 440 μg/cm2 indicating the presence of 
more than one LMT components. The observed mean 
recoil range of residue 166Tm and 163Tm at cumulative 
thickness ~ 905& 903 µg/cm2 is due to ICF of 20Ne 
(i.e. fusion of fragment 16O as 20Ne break-up into 16O 
and  particle) with 159Tb target, observed mean 
recoil ranges at cumulative thickness ~ 658& 656 
µg/cm2 is due to ICF of 20Ne (i.e. fusion of fragment 
12C produced in the break-up of 20Ne into 12C and 8Be) 
with 159Tb target and the observed mean recoil range 
at thickness ~ 432& 440 μg/cm2 is due to ICF of 20Ne 
(i.e. fusion of fragment 8Be as projectile 20Ne in the 
break-up into fragments 8Be and 3) with 159Tb target 

has been observed. The reaction products 166Tm and 
163Tm predominantly underwent the process of ICF is 
apparent with the absence of a peak corresponding to 
the CF process. The above descriptions indicate that 
peaks appearing at different cumulative thicknesses in 
the stopping medium are related to different degrees 
of LMT from the projectile to the target.  

As discussed above, these peaks are associated 
with ICF of projectile 20Ne (i.e. fusion of fragment 
16O, the fusion of fragment 12C & fusion of fragment 
8Be) with the 159Tb target. Observation of no peak at 
the CF recoil range indicates that no full LMT 
component is observed19 in residues 166Tm and 163Tm, 
and hence the given residues are predominantly 
produced through the ICF process. The 
experimentally measured most probable ranges 
Rp(exp) deduced from FRRD curves along with 
theoretical ranges Rp(theo) evaluated from code 
SRIM, for ICF components produced in the collision 
of 20Ne beam on 159Tb target, are listed in Table 1. As 
can be observed from Table 1, experimentally 
measured most probable ranges for ICF components 
agree well with theoretical values.  

In the present manuscript, the relative contribution 
of ICF components has been deduced from the present 
FRRD analysis for 20Ne+ 159Tb system at energy ~ 8.2 
MeV per nucleon is listed in Table 2. The CF and ICF 
contributions can be computed by dividing the area of 
the corresponding peak by the total area under the 
FRRD curve. The residue 173Hf is populated via ICF, 
and the ICF contributions of the projectile 20Ne by the 
fusion of the fragment 16O with the target are found to 
be 100%, while no CF contribution has been obtained. 

Table 1 — The experimentally measured recoil ranges Rp(exp) deduced from FRRD curves and theoretically calculated ranges 
Rp(theo) for CF and/or ICF reaction products produced in the interaction of 20Ne with 159Tb target at energy ~ 8.2 MeV per nucleon. 

Residues [μg/cm2] 
CF of 20Ne 

[μg/cm2] 
CF of 20Ne 

[μg/cm2] 
ICF of 16O 

[μg/cm2] 
ICF of 16O 

[μg/cm2] 
ICF of 12C 

[μg/cm2] 
ICF of 12C 

[μg/cm2] 
ICF of 8Be 

[μg/cm2] 
ICF of 8Be 

173Hf (pn) --- 912 ± 87 916 
166Tm (3n) --- 905 ± 73 916 658 ± 88 651 432 ± 78 443 

163Tm (34n)  --- 903 ± 80 916 656 ± 76 651 440 ± 77 443 

Table 2 — The measured relative contribution of CF and/or ICF of the reaction products produced in the interaction of 20Ne  
with 159Tb target at energy ~ 8.2 MeV per nucleon. 

Residue 

CF of 20Ne 

ICF of 20Ne 

Fusion of 
fragment 16O 

Fusion of 
fragment 12C 

Fusion of fragment 
8Be 

173Hf (pn) -- 100% -- --
166Tm (3n) -- 32% 42% 26%

163Tm (34n) -- 38% 34% 28%

(exp)R p )theo(R p (exp)R p )theo(R p (exp)R p )theo(R p (exp)R p )theo(R p
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In the case of residues166Tm & 163Tm, the relative ICF 
contribution of fragments from 16O, 12C, and 8Be is 
found to be 32%, 42%, 26% and 38%, 34%, and 28%, 
respectively. 

3 (i) Entrance Channel Parameter Effect on ICF 
In order to attain a more comprehensive 

comprehension of the intricate dynamics implicated in 
the ICF reaction, a systematic investigation was 
undertaken to scrutinize the potential impact of various 
entrance channel parameters, namely µMA, ZPZT, β2and 
ZPZTβ2 . To comprehensively investigate the impact of 
entrance channel parameters on the current dataset, a 
thorough analysis of the probability function (FICF) has 
been undertaken for the 20Ne+159Tb. The FICF is 
evaluated by using the relation as given below; 

𝐹  %  
Σσ

Σσ  Σσ
100 

where Σσ   and Σσ   are the sums of CF and ICF 
channel cross-sections. 

Morgenstern et al. 15 showed that ICF contribution 
is more in the mass-asymmetric systems and less in 
the mass-symmetric system. Taking this into account, 
the ICF fraction for the present system 20Ne + 159Tb 
has been compared with literature data at fixed 
relative velocity as a function of entrance channel 
mass-asymmetry (µMA). The relative velocity is 
defined as; 

 

𝑉
2 𝐸 𝑉

𝜇

Where ECM is projectile energy, VB is the Coulomb 
barrier of the system in the centre of the mass frame, 
and µ is the reduced mass of the system. The relative 
velocity (𝑉 ) of the nucleons in the compound 
nucleus has been widely used as a normalization 
factor to compare the ICF fractions of the different 
systems. The ICF fraction for the present system 20

Ne + 159Tb, along with previously measured 
systems20Ne + 51V21, 20Ne + 59Co22 and 20Ne + 165Ho23 
from the literature as a function of mass-asymmetry 
[AT/ (AT + AP)] at a constant relative velocity 
(𝑉  = 0.09c) have been estimated and plotted as a 
function of mass-asymmetry and is shown in Fig. 4. 
As can be observed from Fig. 4 that ICF fraction 
increases with mass-asymmetry of different 
projectile-target combinations and in general ICF 
probability is more in the mass-asymmetric system 
than mass-symmetric systems. 

In order to see the effect of ZPZT and β2 on ICF 
reaction dynamics, ICF fraction (FICF) from FRRD 
data has been deduced for the present system 
20Ne + 159Tb along with other systems obtained from 
literature21-23 at fixed relative velocity (𝑉  = 0.09c). 
Data was thereby plotted as a function of ZPZT and β2 
is shown in Fig. 5. It has been observed from Fig. 5 
that there is approximately a linear growth in 
incomplete fusion fraction (FICF) with increasing 
ZPZT and β2 at constant 𝑉  = 0.09c. The solid line 
connecting the experimental data points is to guide 
the eye. This clearly indicates that the ZPZT and β2 

Fig. 4 — Figure shows the comparison of FICF with mass-
asymmetry for present system20Ne+159Tb along with literature 

data21-23 at fixed value of 𝑉  = 0.09c. 

Fig. 5 — Figure shows the comparison of FICF with β2 and ZPZT

for systems 20Ne + 51V21, 20Ne + 59Co22, 20Ne + 159Tb &20Ne + 
165Ho23 (in points from left to right, respectively) at a fixed value

of 𝑉  = 0.09c.
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affect the ICF reaction dynamics for the same 
projectile (20Ne) with different targets. It is also 
evident from Fig. 5 that the FICF values deduced for 
the reaction with target 159Tb have a higher value than 
those for the targets 51V, 59Co and less than those for 
the target 165Ho. The findings, therefore, clearly 
indicate ICF fraction being higher in a more deformed 
target than in a lesser one.  

An attempt has been made to see the combined 
effect of µMA and ZP ZT, the ICF fraction (FICF) studied 
as a function of the zeta parameter () in this study. 
The  parameter is defined as; 

 = ZP ZT √µ  = ZP ZT

= ZP ZT 𝐴 µ  

where reduced mass, µ  

and mass-asymmetry, µ  

The measured values of ICF-fraction for the 
present system 20Ne + 159Tb, along with the 
other systems from the literature21-23, have been 
plotted as a function of  at 𝑉  = 0.09c and is shown 
in Fig. 6. It is clear from Fig. 6 that ICF fraction 
increases with zeta parameter () for a same projectile 
(20Ne) with different targets. It is important to 
mention that it contains the information on µMA and 
ZP ZT; hence, it alone can explain the dependence of 
ICF on these two mentioned entrance channel 
parameters. 

The combined effect of charges in terms of ZPZT 
and their structural effect in terms of β2 have been 
investigated for 20Ne + 159Tb system. 

In this regard, a graph between FICF vs. ZPZTβ2has 
been plotted. For the present system 20Ne + 159Tb 
along with other systems21-23, it has been observed 
from Fig. 7 that for β2 ranging from 0.021 (for 51V) to 
0.284 (for 159Tb) and ZPZT from 230 (for 51V) to 670 
(for 159Tb) FICF changes from 35% to 46% almost 
linearly. It can be concluded that as an effect of an 
increase in the charges of interacting nuclei and 
deformity of targets, the incomplete fusion increases 
almost linearly. 

4 Summary and Conclusions 
The investigation of forward recoil range 

distribution associated with fusion and break-up 
fusion populating three different radio-nuclides 173Hf, 
166Tm and 163Tm in the collision of 20Ne-ion beam on 

159Tb target have been carried out at ~ 8.2 MeV per 
nucleon energy. The evaporation residues 173Hf, 166 

Tm and 163Tm involving the -particle (s) strongly 
reveal the presence of partial LMT components. The 
forward recoil range analysis is accomplished in the 
framework of code SRIM. It is observed that the 
fractional LMT, the ICF products traverse relatively 
shorter depth in the stopping medium as compared to 
CF products. The partial LMT components associated 
with break-up of the projectile 20Ne into 16O + 4He (α) 
and/or 12C + 8Be (2α) and/or 8Be + 12C (3α) is 
observed. The experimentally measured recoil ranges 

Fig. 6 — Figure shows the comparison of FICF with the 
parameter for at a fixed value of 𝑉  = 0.09c.

Fig. 7 — Figure shows the comparison of FICF with ZPZTβ2 for 
20Ne + 159Tb system at a fixed value of 𝑉  = 0.09c.
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RP (exp.) is deduced from the fitting of experimentally 
FRRD data points. The experimentally measured 
recoil ranges in α-emission products have been 
compared with theoretically calculated ranges RP 

(theo) by using code SRIM is found to be in good 
agreement. In the present paper, the relative 
contribution of fusion of 20Ne, 16O, 12C and 8Be have 
also been separated out. To study the effects of 
entrance channel parameter on ICF dynamics, the ICF 
fraction (FICF) for the present system and systems 
from literature21-23 has been calculated at a fixed value 
of 𝑉 = 0.09c and plotted against µMA, ZPZT, β2, and 
ZPZTβ2. From the result, it has been found that the 
ICF cross-section increases with the increase in µMA 
for different systems. The FICF(%) values for various 
systems as a function of µMA depict that FICF is more 
for mass-asymmetric systems than for mass-
symmetric systems. It has also been observed that the 
higher the value of the Coulomb factor (ZPZT), the 
more the ICF fraction. This is due to projectile break-
up probability being higher at a larger value of the 
Coulomb factor. Additionally, the value of target 
deformation for target 159Tb is more than 51V, 59Co but 
less than 165Ho consequently, as opposed to ICF 
fraction which is more for 159Tb than 51V, 59Co but 
less than 165Ho. The combined effect of the coulomb 
factor and deformation in terms of ZPZTβ2 has 
suggested that role of ICF is dependent on the charges 
in terms of the amount and their distribution of 
interacting nuclei. From the  systematic, it has been 
found that FICF demonstrates a linear increase upon 
considering various projectile-target combinations. 
This observation is of great significance as the 
parameter  incorporates valuable information 
regarding the mass and charge of the projectile and 
target in terms of µMA and ZPZT. This knowledge is 
essential for the development of theoretical models 
pertaining to the dynamics of fusion reactions, 
particularly in low-energy nuclear reactions. 
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